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ON A CLASS OF SYMMETRIC STABLE PROBABILITY
MEASURES ON SEPARABLE FRECHET SpACES*)

By DoNG M CHUNG

1. Introduction

Let E be a real separable Frechet space, E* its topological dual and £ (E)
the a-algebra generated by the class of open sets in E. By a measure on E
we shall always mean a probability measure defined on £ (E) . For a measure
f-l on E the characteristic functional of f-l, denoted by f1 (.), is a complex
valued function on E*defined by

f1(y) --f~~i(X'Y)dJl(x) --

where ( , ) denotes the natural bilinear form on EXE*. For two measures
f-l, v on E, the convolution of Jl and v, is defined by

f-l*v(B) = fEf-l(B-x)dv(x)

for every B Et£ (E) .
We say that a linear operator S:E*~E is a covariance operator jf it is

symmetric and non-negative definite in the sense that (SYh yz) = (SYz, Yl)

and (Sy!> Yl) ~ 0 for all Yh yz E E*. We denote by (12 (E) the class of all those
S's corresponding to which there exists a centered gaussian measure f-l on E
with Sits covariance. For some special cases of E such as separable Hilhert
space H, R oo

, lP, LP (p~ 1) , many authors have obtained the necessary and
sufficient conditions for a covariance operator S to be in the class (12 (E) ; .. for
instance, see the work of Prohorov [lJ on separable Hilbert spaces, Vakha
nia [3J, [4J on lP and R OO spaces, and Rajput [2J on LP (p~1) .

The main purpose of this paper is to identify each function of the form

<p(y) =e- CSy, y)aI2 , yEE*, SE(I2(E), O<a<2

with the characteristic functional of a unique symmetric stable measure on E
represented" 'by a certain mixture of Gaussian measure on E (Theorem 3. 1) .
We then apply this result to obtain several properties on such measures;
topological support (Theorem 3. 2), equivalence· of measures (Theorem, 3.,3) .

*) Thi; research was supported by the Ministry of Education Scholarship Foundation, 1979
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Furthermore, by specifying E to be R oo space, we obtain the necessary and
sufficient condition for such measures on R oo space to be concentrated on
IP(1::(p<~) by ~ing results for Gaussian.measuresdue toVakhania [4].

The author takes this opportunity tu thank ProfessOr B. S.Rajput for
his helpful suggestions.

2. Necessary lemmas

In this section we will give the necessary lemmas which will be needed
in the proof of the main theorem.

We first begin with the following definitions.

DEFINITION 2. 1. A measure f.l on E is calle<}. symmetric stable of type a,
0<a<2, if it is symmetric, and for any positive reals a, b, there exists c=
(aa+b")1/a such that Taf.l*Tbf..l=Tcf.l where Taf.l is a measure on E defined
by T q !-t(B)=.l.t(1!aB) for every BEtI6(E).

DEFINITION 2. 2. The topological support of a measure f.l on E, denoted
by Sft' is the smallest closed set in E with full measure.

It can be shown that Sft is the set of all xEE for which f.l(U»O for
all open set U containing x. The first lemma is an immediate corollary of
a well-known theorem of Berstein and Widder[5J.

LEMMA 2. 3. Let 0<a<2; then there exists a probability measure Pa on
(0, 00) such that for every t ~O,

I _1/2x 2

et «=J/"2 dPa(x).

Proof: If 0<13<1, then e-t~ is completely monotone on [0, 00) ([5J,
p. 854). Hence from ([5J, p. 883), there exists a probability measure P.a on
(0, 00) such that

etP = re-tx dPa(x),

for all t~O. Now let aE (0,2) and let 13=a!2; then

e-t"=e-(t2)~=re-t2x dPfJ(x).

By an obvious change of variable formular, we obtain the desired result.

LEMMA 2. 4. Let Jl be a measure on E, and let P be any finite measure on
tI6 «0, 00» (q-algebra generated by open sets in (0, 00», Then for each fixed
BEtI6(E) , the real function f(x) = Txf.l(B) is Borel measurable on (0,00).
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Proof: Let's consider (0, 00) XE as the product measure space of two
measure spaces ((0, 00), cS ((0, 00)), P) and (E, cS (E), Jl). If g denotes the
scalar multiplication on E restricted to (0, 00) XE, then g is a continuous
mapping, and hence a measurable mapping on CO, 00) XE. Thus for every
fixed BEcS(E), IBog is measurable from (0,00) XE to E, where IB is the
indicator function of B. Since

f(x) = thog(x, r)dJl(r) = Txfl.(B) ,

it follows from Fubini's theorem that f is a measurable function on (0, 00).
This completes the proof.

3. Theorems

In this section we first prove the main theorem of this paper, and by
using this result, we obtain some more interesting results.

THEOREM 3.1. Let SE(J(E) , and let 0<a<2. Then the function qJ(Y) =
exp {- (Sy, y) a/ 2} is a characteristic functional of a unique symmetric stable
measure Jl of type a on E,

Proof: For the given a E (0,2), we have, from Lemma 2.3, a probability
measure Pa on (0, 00) such that

e-t • = .(e-it2
x

2
dPa (x), t;;:;:' O. (3. 1)

Let l.J be the centered Gaussian measure determined by the given SE(}(E).
For every BEcS(E) , define

Jl (B) =1Txl.J (B) dPa(x). (3.2)

Then by Lemma 2. 4, fI. is well-defined and clearly a measure on E.
Now we shall show that qJ is the characteristic functional of fI.. We first

note that from (3. 1), for every BE cS (E) ,

p(R) = f/B(r)dP(r)

=fJ:IB(r) Txl.J(dr)dPa(x)

=15/B(r) Txv (dr) dPa (x) .

This shows that the equality

fICr)dfl.(r)=J:t f(r) Txv(dr) dP a (x) (3.3)

holds for every indicator function f. Hence this equality holds for every
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simple function. Therefore, by the easy application of monotone convergence
theorem,. {3.3) implies that for every yEE*

LeiCr,Y)d,u(r) = J:fEeiCr,y) Txv (dr) dPa(x)

= J:Leicr,xy)v (dr) dPa(i)

= J:o (xy) dPa(x)

= J:e-jx2CSY, Y)dPa (x)

a/2
=e-csy,y) (by (3.1».

This proves that <p is the characteristic functional of the measure f-t.
Since it can be easily shown that for every reals a>O, b>O, and yEE*,

<p(ay) '<p(by) =<p( (aa+if) I! a), itfollows that f-t is asymmetric stable measure
on E of type a. Moreover, since it is known [lJ 't"kat"dteracteristic funct
ionals determines uniquely measures on E, we complete the 'proof.

In view of Theorem 3. 1, if a measure f-t on E has the characteristic func-
. ~2 . ..

tional of the form l1(y) =e-CSy,y) ,yEE*, where SE@(E), aE (0,2), we
shall say that it is the symmetric stable measure of type a determined
by SE(J(E).

THEOREM 3. 2. Let ,ua and J) be the symmetric stable measure of type
aE (0, 2) determined by a fixed SE(J(E) and the centered Gaussian measure
corresponding to S, respectively. Then Sit-= S~ for all a E (0, 2) .

Proof: Let aE (0, 2). Since S~ is a closed subspace of E ([2J) , we .have
TxJ)(S~)=J)(S~)=l; whence from (3.2), ,ua(S~)=l. Moreover, if rES~ and

V is an open neighborhood of r, then .lrES~ and .1V is an open neigh-x x

horhood of ~r for every x>O. It follows that ))(~V)=Tx(V»O for every

x>o. Therefore, from (3. 2), we have fJ.a (V) >0. Thus S~ is the topological
support of f-ta. This completes the proof.

THEOREM 3.3. Let ,ul and f-tz be two symmetric stable measures· of type
aE (0, 2) determined by S17 S2E(J(E) respectively, and let 1-'1 and))2 be the
centered Gaussian measures corresponding to S17 S2E(J(E). Then).ll "'-').12 implies
#1 "-' f-t2' where "-' denotes equivalence of measures.

Proof: We first note that J)1"-'1-'2 implies T xJ)I",TxJ)2 for. all X>O. Let.BE
Jl,(E) such that I-h(B) =0; then from (3.2), f-tl(B)=O implies T xJ)I(B)=O
a.e. [F,,]. Since TxJ)l'" TxJ)z for all x>O it follows that TxlJ2(B)=0 a.e.
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[Pa]' Hence we have f12(B) =0. This shows that f12<-f11' By the the similar
arguments, we can shows that f11<-f12. Hence f11"'f12' This completes the
proof.

Now let E=R'" be the separable Frechet space of all real sequences with
the mE!tric defined by

d(x,y)=2: a k [Xk-Ykl.=1 1+ IXk- Yk I
where ak are positive real numbers which forms a convergent series. A
characterization of the centered Gaussian measure on IP space, l'-;;;;p< 00,

in terms of its covariance operator S has been known in [4J. By using this
result, we extend it to the case of symmetric stable measures determined by
s= (sij) E{!. (E). Let Co and loo denote respectively,

Co= {x: l~m Xj=O}, and 100 = Ix: s~p IXj 1<oo}.
J-OO J

THEOREM 3.4. Let f.l.a be the symmetric stable measure on Roe of type aE

(0.2) determined by (Sij) E(2(ROO

). Then
00 p

(a) !La (iP) = 1, 1<p<00, if and only if 2: Si£2 < 00.
i=1

'" ,
(b) if I; e-s;:-<00 for all e>O, then f1a (co) = 1-

;::=:1
00 ,

(c) If there exists an e>O such that 1:; e-s:;-<00, then !La (loo) = l.
;-'...:1

Proof: Let v be the centered Gaussian measure corresponding to S= (sij).
00 p

Since it is known in [4J that).! (lP) = 1 if and only if I; Si?<00, it follows
i:::1

00 p

from (3.2) that f.l.a(lP) =1 if and only if 2: Si?<oo. The proofs of (b) and
i:=:1

(c) immediately follows from the known results in [3J that if 2:e-01 Sii <00,
;;:::1

for all e>O, then).! (co) = 1, and that if there exists c>O such that f; e-01 Sjj

.=1
<00, then v(i",) =1.

REMARK 3. 5. We note that no special property of the probability measure
Pa has been used in the proofs of Theorems 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4; thus these
results will hold for any mixture of Gaussian measures on E.
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